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Cooking Class In Hanoi
(1 day - Daily departure)
If you enjoy Vietnamese food and are interested in learning the art of Vietnamese cuisine from Hanoi chefs who
are experts in teaching the Vietnamese style of cooking, we offer an authentic Vietnamese cooking course. In
the class, you will be equipped with your very own cooking station and necessary cooking utensils. You will
prepare and cook all food under the instruction of the chef from the beginning to the end.
09:00 or 16:00: Meet the chef in the restaurant, the cooking program will be discussed with the group.
09:15 or 16:15: Take a short walk to Hang be market, you experience with every step the color, noise and the
smells of the foods.
Discover the various food sections with their variety of herbs, vegetables, meat and sea food which brings you
in touch to the life of a Vietnamese native. Follow the example of local women who choose and buy the best
quality fresh food from numerous food stalls in the market.
10:30 or 17:30: Back to restaurant for a little rest, you will relax and enjoy Hanoi filtered coffee or jasmine tea
(coffee and tea are complimentary).
Cooking utensils will be placed properly on each table for the authentic experience!
COOKING DEMONSTRATION
Step 1: Introduction
Brief introduction on Vietnamese food, ingredients, compliments, cooking utensils.
Step 2: Prepare to cook
Wash hands with clean towel, don apron and plastic gloves before cooking.
Step 3: Cook and enjoy
You will prepare the food under the instruction of the chef from the beginning to the end, learning how to
marinate and to spice will be the most crucial lesson. You will also learn how to decorate dishes with carrot
flowers, lemon grass stems, banana leaves and curved chili to give the dish a full color to impress everyone!
Making the authentic magical sauce mixed from fish sauce, water, sugar, lime, chili, garlic and herbs will be
demonstrated before you have a go.
12:00 or 19:00: Have a rest for lunch or dinner
The cooking class is guaranteed to give you a memorable and highly useful experience. You will go home with
the confidence and knowledge to prepare delicious Vietnamese knowledge for friends and family.
Tour rate
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Excludes
Airport car pick up and drop off if required
Insurance, Personal expenses, Tips
Accommodation, Single supplement for hotel
Drinks & other costs not mentioned
Vietnam Airlines Tickets, airport tax on departure and arrival
Vietnam Visa to enter the country if required
Cancellation policy
If cancellation made after completed booking of tour: 10% of total amount
If cancellation made less than 5 days prior to departure date: 50% of total amount
If cancellation made less than 1 day prior to departure date: 75% of total amount
Bank fee & refund fee applied if any
For any inquiries about customized tours, please email us at booking@VietnamToursHoliday.com
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